A goal of parental-investment research is to understand how organisms decide the quantity of effort they will allocate to the survivorship of their present offspring. Dozens of papers have addressed whether parents should incorporate past investment into their parentalinvestment decisions (see review by Curio' and also Refs 2-I 2 I. Some authors have argued that if past investment is used, the organism is committing an error of judgement, called the Concorde fallacy. The purpose of this paper is to help clarify how past investment is incorporated into parental-investment decisions. Life history theory shows that the Concorde fallacy has been a misleading concept for parental investment.
What is the Concorde fallacy?
Trivers13 placed parental investment within the context of a cost of Ronald Coleman and Mart Gross are at the Dept ot Zoology, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S IAl 404 reproduction'j.
He explicitly recognized that investment has a cost and defined parental investment as 'any investment by the parent in an individual offspring that increases the offspring's chance of surviving (and hence reproductive success) at the cost of the parent's ability to invest in other offspring'. Trivers emphasized that decisions should be based on minimizing wastage of past investment.
Dawkins and Carlisleli,'" first drew the analogy between Trivers' investment model and the British government's investment in the Concorde airliner (see Wilson"). It seemed that the amount of past investment rather than the probability of future rewards determined additional government expenditures on Concorde. They, and others'H,I", argued that a parent's behaviour should be determined by the expected future pay-off rather than by whether past investment would be wasted. The phrase 'commit the Concorde fallacy' was coined by WeatherheadL" and Dawkins and Brockmann?' to describe organisms that behaved in this apparently uneconomical manner.
Surprisingly, while numerous papers refer to the 'Concorde fallacy', there is no explicit definition of it in the research literatureT2. The principle is that an organism should not behave to minimize wastage of past investment, rather it should maximize expected future benefitsti,'". Unlike many speciesspecific sources of information, the fact that past investment always influences the relative value of the current brood suggests that it will often be involved in the parent's cues for determining investment.
Risk as past investment Should past investment involving risk to the parent, the offspring or both influence present investment?
Imagine a nesting male fish defending his brood of young from predators.
Suppose that a large predator representing a risk to both the male and his brood approaches the nest. What should the parental male do? If he does nothing, the predator has a probability greater than zero of eating the brood, but zero probability (pl of eating the male. But if the male attempts to defend the nest, either through defensive displays or by attacking the predator, his probability of getting eaten increases fp' > 01. Here we have two parental-investment questions,
Will the male's decision to defend depend upon the risk to himself relative to the progeny? Second, will the risk to the male influence his future parentalinvestment decisions?
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In theory, the male should devalue his willingness to defend his present brood by the currency p'. This is because p' is also a measure of the future young that are potentially forfeited through defense of the present brood. Thus, if p' were 0.5, then 0.5 times the sum of expected future progeny is being invested into the defense of the present young. If the sum of expected future progeny is large, then the willingness to take the risk should be low. More precisely, the relative value of the present brood to future broods should dictate the male's actions20,2i.
If defensive action is taken and the predator is driven away, the risk to both the male and the brood is then over. 
